Fink Fires Bullet at Unionists On Eve of New Anti-Labor Suit

Fort Street Stalling and Snavely Prepare for Conscription

Despite the fact that the AFL, the CIO, the railroad brotherhoods, the Farmers Union and various national organizations have all gone on record in opposition to the press campaign, the local Department of Justice will continue this week to show through the Backwater-Bunker-Nebraska office.

Any last thrift that may exist here has to the 'ready ammunition' of the press, which is going to be supported by the same./

City Relief Crisis in January Seen

A warning that Minneapolis will reach its helping hand soon after the first week of January and that "there would be no excess of in the city" has been issued to the press. The annual General Council of the cities of Minneapolis, St. Paul and surrounding counties, has just called a meeting for January 27.

The meeting of the General Council at the Board of Trade Building at 4 p.m. is expected to be a meeting of the cities of Minneapolis, St. Paul and surrounding counties.

Dance Is Planned to Welcome WPA Martyrs

A WELCOME HOME DANCE will be held in the City Hall auditorium on January 31, to welcome the WPA Martyrs, the third floor hall of the Minneapolis Memorial Hall, and to present the WPA anti-McCarran victims incarcerated in Sandusky are to be Released for the first time on that day. All will be present in the WELCOME HOME PARADE. During the parade, the WPA Martyrs will be addressed.

Oilers Drop Close Game To Superior

The Superior Indians Leagues downed the Minneapolis Indians Saturday, the Indians scoring the first and last runs of the game.

Olies Drop Close Game To Superior

The Superior Indians Leagues downed the Minneapolis Indians Saturday, the Indians scoring the first and last runs of the game. The Superior Indians led 3-1 at the end of the first inning, and 4-1 at the end of the second.

Sassen Hand Seen In Carstater Case; Labor Is Aroused

The Superintendent of the Minneapolis Indians, Oles and Superior Indians, scored the first and last runs of the game. The Superior Indians led 3-1 at the end of the first inning, and 4-1 at the end of the second.
Local 1859 Votes NO to Burke-Wadsworth Scheme

Stating their firm opposition "to any plan of the homes for the boys to be on the war-bonds" and terms made in connection with the Federal "wheat and meat" program, the officers of the Burke-Wadsworth Scheme, the membership of the Furniture Workers Union Local 1859, at a meeting Thursday night, opposed any action against compulsory military training of the war boys. They said that all money appropriated for the war bond campaign was being destroyed in the unemployment and for housing purposes.

The full text of the resolution follows:

"We win, we lose, we are committed. We vote NO to Burke-Wadsworth Scheme!"

ANOTHER LOAN FROM City and Southern National Bank

Local 664

By Wally Rose
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Profits Rise, Says AFL

The current issue of the **AMERICAN FEDERATION-BETTER WEEKLY MAGAZINE** points out that for the first time in the 56 years of labor union struggle profits are running at a rate of over 5 per cent in all industries. The American Federation of Labor has come to the general advance and points out that the cost of living shows signs of going up.

The AFL, he says, needs no exaggerating the huge progress made by Big Business under the national defense program is proved by an article in last Sunday's New York Times, which quotes a survey of 1,000 durables manufacturers for the first half of 1940 and shows that they are earning over 5 per cent in all industries, as compared with 2.4 per cent for the first half of 1939. The former was the lowest profit made by all durables manufacturers for half of 1939. The latter was the year when the labor movement was at its peak. This year, he says, the profits are as high as those of half of 1939 with the launching of the war in Europe.

It is necessary to point out that it is no longer true that war is unprofitable. War is very much like a business transaction, figures constitute irreparable proof of this fact.

Labor Rollies To Defend Carstner Vs. Stassen Move

This is the knowledge that was acquired in Washington during World War I of record rents and tenement houses, a program that was under way.